
The Einhell TC-BD 630 pillar drill enables precise, pinpoint drilling and ensures, thanks to the 12 speed levels, the appropriate speed for every material.

The robust 1.5-16mm ring gear chuck is designed for all standard drill bit sizes, while the MK2 chuck for morse taper bits offers even more flexibility.

The Capstan with rubberized handles allow precise power dosing and the depth stop enables precise drilling even in series production.

The drill table can be adjusted in height, tilted and swiveled for different kind of drill holes. Safety is ensured by the folding chip guard and the ON/OFF

switch with zero-voltage release. The package includes a vise for clamping the workpiece.

Bench Drill

TC-BD 630
Item No.: 4250595

Ident No.: 11017

Bar Code: 4006825633535

Features & Benefits
The right speed for every material thanks to 12 graduations-

Robust 1-16 mm ring gear chuck for all standard drill bit sizes-

MK2 chuck for morse taper bits and therefore greater flexibility-

Easy to adjust depth stop for exact drill holes also in series-

Variable thanks to height-adjustable, tiltable and rotable table-

Drilling spindle with ball bearings for long-lasting and easy use-

Rubberized handles on the capstan for precise dosing of the power-

The foldable chip guard protects the user-

ON/OFF switch with zero-voltage release for safety-

Supplied complete with vise for clamping the workpiece-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S2 | S2time) 630 W  |  15 min

- Spindle speed 250  -  2450 min^-1

- Number of speed steps 12 settings

- Drill table tiltable -45 °  -  +45 °

- Drill chuck mount B16

- Drill diameter 1.5  -  16 mm

- Throat 126 mm

- Max. drilling depth 60 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 32.55 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 35.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 765 x 430 x 195 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 35.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 765 x 430 x 195 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 418 | 657 | 0
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Available as special accessories

vice 75mm
Bench Drill Accessory
Item No.: 4225706
Bar Code: 4006825421002
Einhell Grey
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